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The Gothic Campaign Compendium from Legendary Games is a beautiful hardback of
lavishly detailed and lushly illustrated Gothic glory that will enliven and enrich any
campaign that dabbles in the realms of horror. Within you will find:
 

Over two dozen feats like Cultic Opiate, Flagellant Focus, Summon Star-Spawn, and
Heart Ripper Archetypes like the Deviant wizard and Xenocidist ranger, along with
new class abilities from alchemical discoveries like Aberrant Mutagen and Mutation
Bomb to bardic masterpieces like Dance of the Empty Moons and Pnakotic Fugue.
Over 70 brand-new horror-themed spells, from necrophagy to ancient mysteries,
cannibalism to alien horrors from beyond the stars. Over two dozen malevolent
monsters and terrifying templates like the bloodthirsty manikin, cyberphrenic tadpole,
and living crematory. 30 new magic items dripping with creepiness, from minor
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consumables to artifact-level. Eight richly developed Gothic NPCs are contained here
as well, each with a detailed history and connections to the official Gothic horror
Adventure Path but easily usable in any campaign as rivals or allies. Three complete
adventures by Greg Vaughan, Jason Nelson, and Clark Peterson, two for beginning-
level characters and one for 10th-level characters. An entire chapter devoted to running
a Gothic campaign, including alien invasions, mad scientists, mutants, madness, and
the mythos. An gallery of creature illustrations, character portraits, foldable paper
minis, and player-friendly maps, perforated for easy removal and use at the table.

If you are incorporating horror themes in your Pathfinder RPG campaign, this an
indispensable resource for chilling surprises and horrifying new possibilities to your
game. Brought to you by the Legendary Games team of Jason Nelson, Neil Spicer,
Greg Vaughan, Clinton Boomer, and Clark Peterson, the Gothic Campaign
Compendium has everything you need to Make Your Game Legendary.
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